Marion Paper Box Company

...quality in a box

Since 1897

Manufacturers of Folding Cartons, Set Up Boxes, Sleeves, Pads, and Partitions

Marion Paper Box Company

...thinking inside, outside, and around the box.

600 East 18th Street Marion, Indiana 46953

765-664-6435 Phone * 765-664-6440 Fax
sales@marionbox.com

No order too big or too small.

A little about Marion Paper Box Company

Marion Paper Box Company designs and manufactures specialty paperboard packaging and commercial print products for businesses of every size. Customers ranging from individuals to original equipment manufacturers depend on us for the design and manufacturing of packaging products to meet their needs. By integrating technology into all facets of the printing and converting process, from design to production, we are unique in our ability to deliver short-run, on-demand products at competitive prices. Marion Paper Box Company provides both the custom advantage and stock manufacturing of rigid set-up boxes and folding cartons to a wide variety of brandname and private label manufacturers that produce and package:

- Personal products
- Food, beverage and confectionery
- Healthcare and pharmaceutical
- Automotive parts
- Photographic supplies

Our quality, service, pride and professionalism always comes together in one package—yours.

FAQs...

“Can you put our name on the box?”
Yes—simply supply us with a digital copy of your logo or design.

“Will it take a long time to receive our order?”
Not at all—Stock orders are shipped within 24 hours. Custom orders normally 5 to 7 days.

“Do we have to order a minimum quantity?”
No...You just tell us how many you’d like.
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